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APPENDIX

V.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

NRC Inspection Report No. 50-298/92-08

Operating License: DPR-46

Docket: 50-298

Licensee: Nebraskt Public Power District
P.O. Box 499
Columbus, Nebraska 68602-0499

Facility Name: Cooper Nuclear Station

Inspection At: Brownville, Nebraska

Inspection Conducted: April 19 through May 30, 1992

Inspectors: R. A. Kopriva, Seniof Resident Inspector
W. C. Walker, Resident Inspetor

Approved: [ b~b Y
P. r @ f, Project M ection C Date

Inspection-Summary

Inspection Conducted from April 19 through May 30. 1992 (Report 50-298/92-08)

Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection of onsite followup of
licensee event reports, followup of a previously identified inspection
finding, operational safety verification, maintenance and surveillance
observations, and licensee evaluations of changes to the environs around
reactor facilities.

-Results:

Personnel in the areas of operations, radiological protection, ando

security were found to be knowledgeable of their responsibilities and-
performed their duties in a profassional manner,

During surveillance testing of a residual heat removal pump, a ' licensedo

uperator verified that the pump discharge pressure gauge was functioning
properly after receiving a questionable indication. This is an example
of good attention-to-detail.
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Housekeeping continues to be an area needing-improvement. . Exampleso

noted were oil in diesel generator rooms and. protective clothing on the
floor of the high pressure coolant injection room,

During a plant tour, a residual heat removal valve was observed having ao

yellow radiation sign hanging on the valve with no identification of
what radiological conditions were applicable. The licensee needs to
continue their efforts in maintaining radiological controls current to
conditions in the plant.

Maintenance was found to be performed in a coordinated, controlled- o

manner with adherence to procedures.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Principal Licensee Emplo_yees

R. L. Gardner, Acting Division Manager of Nuclear Operations
E. M. Mace, Senior Manager of Staff Support
C. M. Estes, Acting Senior Manager Technical Support Services
J. V. Sayer, Radiological _ Manager
J. R. Flaherty, Engineering Manager
H. T. Hitch, Plant Services Manager
R. Brungart, Operati:nh rianager
M. E._Unruh, Maintenance Manager
M. A.-Dean,. Nuclear Licensing and Safety Supervisor
L. E. Bray, Regulatory. Compliance Specialist
S. M. Peterson, Senior Manager, Technical Support

| G. E. Smith, Quality Assurance Manager
R. L. Wenzel, Nuclear Engineering Division Site Manager

The above personnel attended the exit meeting held on June 1,1992. The
inspectors also contacted additional personnel during this inspection
period.

2. Plant Status

The Cooper Nuclear Station was shut down for 6 days during this
' spection period. The shutdown started on April 19, 1992, and was
mumpleted on April 24. The station achieved 100 percent power on
April 27- The major project completed _during the shutdown was.

replacement of 54- cells in the 250-Vdc batteries, which had previously
'

been identified as contaminated with copper.
|,

3. Onsite Followup of Licensee Event Reports (LER) (92700)

i

a. (Closed) LER 298/90-009: Inoperability of the Reactor Core
|.

: Isolation Cooling System Due to Failure of the Motor-0perated
Steam Supply Valve

' This event concerned the failure of the reactor core isolation
steam supply valve. The failure of the motor for the motor-

| operated valve appeared to have been due to hydraulic lock of theE

spring pack. The-spring pack cavity was inspected and found to be
full of grease. It is postulated that grease in the spring pack
cavity prevented spring compression, resulting in the torque
switch remaining closed, which caused the motor to fail.
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The licensee's corrective actions included replacing the motor,
cleaning the spring pack, and verifying that the torque switches

'

operated properly. This was the first instance of motor-operated
valve failure at the Cooper Nuclear Station that could'be >

attributed to-hydraulic lock in the spring pack. The motor-
operator manufacturer, limitorque Corporation, has investigated
reported incidents of this nature. Current information indicates
that occurrence of spring pack hydraulic lock is random in nature.

The licensee continues to participate in industry sponsored
investigations and evaluations of motor-operated valve problems

.and concerns.

The inspector reviewed documentation for the completion of
corrective actions. Design Change 90-352, written to install
45 grease reliefs on motor-operated valves, was issued and
34 spring packs on motor-operated valves were replaced. Based on
the completion of Limitorque susgested modifications, this LER is
closed,

b. (Closed) LER 298/91-002: Actuation of the Primary Containment
Group 3 Isolation Function When Placing a Partially-Filled Reactor
Water Cleanup Demineralizer in Service

This LER_ documented an unplanned engineered safeguards feature
actuation when human error resulted in a normally open wash sample
pump discharge valve being closed. As a result, a differential

-pressure _ flow switch setpoint was reached, causing a flow surge
cae to the filter demineralizer not being completely full of
wtter.

T>1e licensee's corrective actions included filling and venting the
filter demineralizer and installing a switch guard around the
cot. trol switch for the wash sample pump discharge valve, which
will require positive operator action to actuate. Also, the event
was discussed with operations personnel, including a review of
Radwaste Procedure 2.5.3.4, " Reactor Water Cleanup Filter
Demineralizer."

c. (Closed) LER 298/91-010: _ Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) Isolation
Due to High System Temperature Caused by Backflow From
Regenerative Heat Exchangers

This LER documented an unplanned engineered safeguards features
actuation when-the RWCU system was removed from service and
rapidly depressurized to allow maintenance on a RWCU pump suction
valve with a steam leak.

The cause of the actuation was hot water being drawn backward from
the regenerative heat exchangers into the section of piping
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containing the high temperature isolation switch. The backflow
was a result of void formation caused by rapid pressure reduction
and cooling of the system.

The licensee's corrective actions included a procedure change
identifying the need for a slow depressurization of the RWCU
system and discussion of the event with the operators during
industry events training.

d. (Closed) LER 298/91-012: Unplanned Actuations During Design
Change Activities Resulting From Personnel Error, Human Factors, _-

and inadequate Precautions for Work in Sensitiva Area

This LER documented several unplanned engineered safeguards
actuations that were a result of design change activities
associated with the annunciator upgrade project. During these
events, the plant was in a refueling outage and fuel was being
offloaded to the spent fuel pool.

The licensee identified that the causes for the actuations were
personnel error in that poor judgement was exercised in attaching
a tag in an electrical panel using a woven wire tie, appropriate
precautions were not included in the design change instructions,
and an electrician error was made while moving the wiring
associated with the trip indication relays.

The licensee's corrective actions included removing all wire ties
within electrical panels, stopping work on the annunciator upgrade
design change until a review of the design change work activities
was completed by senior engineering staff, and ensuring that steps -

with the potential for inadvertent actuations were identified.
Instructions for performing work around energized circuits were
developed and craft training for these measures was conducted.
The craft training included the need to follow procedures and
clarify any confusion or discrepancies prior to beginning work. ,

The lessons learned from these events were incorporated into
training for design engineering staff.

e. (Closed) LER 298/91-014: Unplanned Group 6 Isolation From Short
Circuit During Design Change Activities

This LER documented an unplanned engineered safeguards actuation
when an electrician installing wiring on a control room panel made
contact with the terminal mounting hardware, blowing a fuse, and
causing the isolation of secondary containment and automatic
initiation of the standby gas treatment system.

The licensee identified that the causes for the actuation were an
electrician's error. An uninsulated metal clip had been installed
for surveillance testing soon after the plant began operation.

.
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Poor judgement was exercised in installing these clips, since any
uninsulated metal above the terminal board barriers represents a

potential source of unintended shrt circuits.

The licensee's corrective actions included taping of similar
terminal board n.ounting installations to prevent inadvertent
conduction and cautioning of electricians about the need to
examine the work area for loose terminal screws. An additional
review w conducted to ensure all uninsulated metal clips of this
type were identified and replaced with insulated test jacks per
Design Change 90-098.

-

f. (Closed) LER 298/92-001: Group 3 High Flow Isolation While
Shifting RWCU Pumps

This LER documented an unplanned engineered safeguards actuation
4 when insufficient throttling of an RWCU valve allowed the flow

from both RWCU pumps to exceed the setpoint of the high flow
isolation switch.

The licensee identified the cause of this actuation as incomplete
instructions being provided in procedures and lack of control room
flow indication for the throttle valve when the filter
demineralizers are out of service.

The licensee's corrective action was to revise the system

operating procedure directing the operator to use local flow
indications when shifting RWCU pumps with the filter
demineralizers isolated.

_

g. (Closed) LER 298/92-003: Required Plant Shutdown Resulting From
Inoperable 250-Vdc Batteries Due to Copper Contamination

This event involved the surveillance testing on the 250-Vdc
station batteries. On December 18, 1991, one of the 250-Vdc
battery cells was found to be below the acceptance criteria for
cell voltage of 2.05 volts, as required by Technical
Specification 4.9.A 4.6.2.

This issue was previously reviewed, as discussed in NRC Inspection
Report 50-298/92-04. The licensee's corrective actions will be
reviewed during followup of the enforcement actions identified in
the report.

h. (Closed) LER 298/92-005: Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
Inoperability Due to Water in the Turbine Casing

This LER documented that the reactor core isolation cooling system
was inoperable due to water in the turbine casing.

.
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The licensee identified the cause for water in the turbine casing-
to be a plugged strainer in the steam trap. Periodic, routine
preventive maintenance inspections of the trap were not required
or being done. This event was caused by the lack of preventative
maintenance.

The licensee's corrective actions included cleaning the steam trap
and installing new internals. To prevent future plugging of the
steam trap, inspection and cleaning of this trap will be conducted
each refueling cutage as part of the preventative maintenance
program.

.

i. (Closed) LER 298/92-007: Actuation of Shutdown Cooling Isolation
Valves Due to low Reactor Pressure While Warming the Residual Heat
Removal System

This LER documented an unplanned engineered safeguards actuation
when a shutdown cooling high suction pressure interlock actuated,
causing the shutdown cooling isolation valves to close.

The licensee identified that the causes for the actuation were
void formation and collapse in the residual heat removal lines.

The licensee's corrective actions included a procedure change to
provide guidance to maintain reactor pressure to prevent actuation
of the pressure interlock while placing shutdown cooling in
service.

4. Followup of a Previousl_y Identified Inspection Finding (92701)

(Closed) Inspection Followup Item 298/9206-001: Review of-
Licensee Action on Loss of Annunciator Event

a. A lack of repeat back communications in the control room
during an annunciator event on March 18, 1991, was
identified.

The licensee has indicated that Operations Instruction-
No. 1, " Operator Communications," is being revised to be
more usable. Also, Policy Directive No. 39," CNS
Communications," will also be reviewed for appropriateness
and applicability to all site personnel.

b. It was identified that management was unaware of the loss- '

of-annunciator event.

The licensee has indicated that they are in the process of
improving their control room log-book entries. Management
personnel routinely review the control room logs on a daily
basis. With increased emphasis on detailed log entries, the

.
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licensee believes that management personnel will be more
knowledgeable of the daily activities of the plant.
Secondly, the enhanced review of Policy Directive No. 39
should help alleviate this concern.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's corrective actions and
found them to be satisfactory,

5. Operational Safety Verification (717071

a. Routine Control Room Observations -

{ The inspectors observed operational activities throughout this
inspection period. Control room activities were observed to be
well controlled. Control room staffing was maintained for the
applicable plant mode and professional conduct was observed.

The inspectors observed that the licensee maintained a black board
(no annunciators illuminated) in the main control room. This is a
positive example of the licensee's rnsponsiveness in maintaining
necessary equipment in an operable status,

b. Plant Tours

The inspectors routinely toured various areas of the plant. The
inspectors noted that plant housekeeping was less than expected
for the current work activities in progress.

On May 11 1992, whiie touring the diesel generator rooms, the
inspectors observed subrication oil under both diesels. This was -

discussed with licensee management. The licensee increased the
frequency of their housekeeping tours for this area.

in the service water booster pump / air compressor room, the
inspectors observed piping on the floor that appeared to be part
of work-in-progress. This piping has been on the floor for
several weeks. The inspectors discussed this with 'icensee
management. The licensee informed the inspectors that work on the
service air coolant system woula be completed in early June 1992
and that they would review the work for appropriate cleanliness
when completing the job.

On May 15, 1992,.while touring the reactor building with the
auxiliary operator, the inspector observed numerous items such as
gloves, shoe covers, and disposable coveralls on the floor at the
entrance-to the high pressure core' injection room. The inspector
discussed this with the l'anoe and was informed that cleanliness
assignments were being rev e . per Policy Directive No. 10, and
this item will continue to receive management attent.on through
the health physics housekeeping action plan.

'
.
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c. Radiological protection program Observations

'

The inspectors verified that selected activities of the licensee's
radiological protection program were implemented in conformance ;

'with f acility policies, procedures, and regulatory requirements.
Radiation and/or contaminated areas were properly posted and
controlled. While touring, the inspector observed an a'ea
radiation monitor alarming. During questioning of health physics
personnel concerning the alarming monitor, they provided immediate
information verifying that no radiation hazard existed.

Alsc during a plant tour, the inspector noted that Residual Heat
Removal Valve 65B had a yellow radiation sign attached to it that
was blank-(no instructions or identification). The inspector
questioned the licensee concerning the blank sign and was informed
that the sign was from a previous posting of that particular area.
The sign was no longer needed and the licensee removed it.'

d. Security Program Observations

During this inspection period, the inspectors observed various '

aspects of the licensee's security program. Through normal daily
ingress and egress, including plant tours, the inspectors observed
routine and nonroutine activities. The activities were performed
in accordance with approved plant security procedures and were
completed in a prompt, timely marmer,

e. Auxiliary Operator Accompaniment !

On April 21, 1992, the inspector accompanied the turbine building
auxiliary operator during his routine rounds. The inspector
observed the operator recording data obtained from various gauges
and also found the operator to be knowledgeable concerning plant
equipment and its intended function,

f. S_ pent fuel Pool Cleanup Pro.iect

The inspectors observed the licensee's efforts on the spent fuel
pool cleanup project. The licensee is currently in the process of
reducing _ their material inventory of items presently stored in
their spent fuel pool. These items include spent control rods,
fuel support channels, and local power range monitors, along with
other pieces of used equipment. The licensee's health physics
personnel were noted as properly controlling the work effort and
work area involved with this activity. The inspectors found the
licensee's actions pertaining +o this activity to be satisfactory.

.
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g. Reactor Protection S_yttem Technical Sp_ecification Error
Durina a Reactor Licensing Examination

The week of May 18, 1992, the licensee discovered an error in
Table 3.1.1 of the plant's Technical Specifications. This error
pertained to the reactor protection system trip functions for the
main steam line isolation valve closure and turbine first-stage
permix,ive. The Technical Specification lists these two trip
functions as active in the startup mode. This was identified as
being incorrect.

The licensee is in the process of submitting a Technical
Specification amendment to correct the error.

Conclusions

Personnel in the areas of operations, radiological protection, and
security were found to be knowledgeable of their responsibilities and
performed their duties in a professional manner.

Housekeeping continues to be an area that could be improved, as
evidenced by items noted during routine plant walkthroughs performed by
the inspectors.

6. Maintenance Observation (62703)

On May 19, 1992, the inspector witnessed the removal of the B Service
Water Pump shaft and bearings for acceptance testing. This work was
performed in accordance with Design Change 90-174B, " Service Water Pump
Bearing and Shaft Modification."

The procedures and maintenance work orders had been reviewed and
approved, as designated by appropriate signatures. Personnel
requirements, as stated in the procedure, were met, with each worker
having proper trai, ng and qualifications to perform this effort as'

identified through personnel training records. The results of the
acceptance testing, which consisted of determining pump shaft and
bearing wear, were evaluated by plant engineering and found to be
satisfactory. Breakers and other equipment were properiy tagged prior
to the performance of the procedure. Procedural compliance was noted
throughout this. effort.

Conciusions

Maintenance activities observed were performed in a coordinated,
controlled manner with adherence to procedures.

o
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7. Surveillance Observation (61726)

On May 6, 1992, the inspector witnessed the performance of the
surveillance test on the A and C Residual Heat Removal Pumps. The work
was performed using Procedure 6.3.5.1 and satisfied Technical
Specification 3.14.5.A. Items 1.d and 3.d. The inspector noted that
operations personnel maintained good communications with the control
room and that the appropriate cautions were taken in performance of the
test. Also, instrumentation and control technicians were present during
the testing. The inspector also observed the operations personnel in
the control. room performing this surveillance, noting their manipulation
of controls and use of the procedure.

'The inspector noted an apparent discrepancy in the initial discharge
pressure reading on the C Pump. A subsequent reading verified the
initial reading as inaccurate. The shift supervisor requested t.iat
additional conformation of accurate pump discharge pressure be obtained.
The operators verified aump flow through a-specified range while
comparing the pump disc 1arge pressure to expected values. The results
confirmed that the data-obtsined was acceptable. This resolved the
inspector's concerns pertaining to the initial discrepancy identified.

in addition, the inspector independently verified that all test results
met acceptance criteria. A review of the completed test package
indicated that all required reviews and approvals were mado.

Conclusions

Surveillance activities were performed in accordance with procedures
with good attention to detail.

8. l.icensee Evaluations of Changes to the Environs Around t.icensed Reactor
Facilities (Tl 2515/112)

The inspectors discussed with the licensee their programs that are being
utilized to evaluate changes in population distribution or industrial,,

military, or transportation hazards that could arise on or near the
reactor site. Also, the inspectors discussed petiodic updates of the
Final Safety Analysis Report and how these updates would incorporate any
changes to the site or its environment.

_ The licensee appeared to have a satisfactory program for maintaining andC

updating the Final Safety Analysis Report. This provided assurance that-
whenever significant changes occur to areas around the reactor site, the
changes are properly documented and analyzed for safety significance.

.
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Conclusions

The licensee's program to maintain awareness of changes to the site, its
environs, and update of the Final Safety Analysis Report were
satisfactory.

9. Summary of Open items

The following is a synopsis of the status of all items closed in this
inspection report. No new items were identified.

e Inspection followup Item 9206-001

e LERs 90-009, 91-002, 91-010, 91-012, 91-014, 92-001, 92-003,
92-005, and 92-007

10. Exit Meeting

An exit meeting was conducted on June 1, 1992, with the licensee
representatives idertifi d in paragraph 1. During this meeting, thet

inspectors reviewed the ; cope and findings of the inspection. During
the exit meeting, the licensee did not identify as proprietary, any
information provided to, or reviewed by, the inspectors.

.
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